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Introduction 

This presentation will focus on Chardonnay in its many guises as a dry white table wine, and is not 
scoped to include sparkling wine styles. Furthermore, this will not be a statistical or academic analysis 
derived from years of detailed research  by a dedicated team of PhD students, as time and resource 
restraints preclude such an in depth approach. 

 
Instead, we will take a more anecdotal and general approach to ponder on what style shifts have 
occurred and from a questionnaire sent to various wine industry personnel, investigate cause and 
explanations. We will focus mainly on trends and styles that have emerged in the New World wine 
regions of Australia, New Zealand and California, along with some media insights from influential 
markets such as the UK. 

 
We will look more closely at what has been happening with Chardonnay in Australasia, as producers 
adapt to change in both the world wine market and domestic preferences. In order to begin 
somewhere, lets take a look at some historical data for NZ, and then take a snap shot look at 
Chardonnay from the 70’s and 80’s onwards. 

 



New Zealand Production 1993 – 2012 
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Presentation Notes
Looking at our humble beginnings, prior to 1993 data is sketchy. However the earliest records of plantings show 35 Ha existed in 1970, and it was not until the early 90’s before production area climbed over 1000 Ha nationally.From the graph we can see that chardonnay production has steadily grown from 1993 to 2009, and then a slight decline has occurred. There has been some vine removal in the Gisborne area, but also 2011 and 2012 were particularly difficult vintages in Gisborne and Hawke’s Bay, resulting in very low crop yields. What we cannot tell from this data is the amount of Chardonnay utilised in Sparkling Wine production, but nonetheless it is clear that Chardonnay has not suffered any major decline and remains an important category for NZ wine producers.



1970’s Key Events 

 
• VCR’s were invented 
• USA pulled out of Vietnam 
• Microsoft was founded 
• Elvis died 
• Nixon resigned 
• The first test tube baby was born 

 

• Early bottled examples were labeled as Pinot Chardonnay, right up until the early 80’s when the 
Pinot prefix was dropped. 

•  The first of these wines was most likely Nobilo’s 1972 and a Matawhero from Denis Irwin around 
the same time. These early wines had no oak, and it was not until 1978 that some experimentation 
with new American oak occurred.  

• Across in Australia, like many grape varieties Chardonnay first came to Australia in the collection 
of James Busby in 1832, but it only really took off in the 1950s. However production remained 
small until the 1970’s. 

•  Murray Tyrell is accredited with starting the Australian craze for chardonnay, with a Burgundian 
barrel fermented style, the now famous Vat 47, in 1971. Tyrell's vineyard was planted with 
Chardonnay cuttings that he “borrowed" from Penfolds experimental plantings by hopping over 
their barb-wire fence one night and pruning their vines! 

• Over in the US, Chateau Montelena won the Chardonnay tasting at the “Judgment of Paris” event  
hosted by Steven Spurrier in 1976. This event had a revolutionary impact on expanding the 
production and prestige of wine in the New World. 

 



1980’s ..... Wine evolution 

•John Lennon was assassinated 
•Lady Diana marries prince Charles 
•An apartheid selected team from South Africa tours NZ to substantial protest 
•The rainbow warrior was sunk by French agents 
•The  NZ share market collapsed 
•The Berlin Wall falls 
•The ‘new romantic’ look arrived – embarrassing in retrospect 
•Woman took to wearing shoulder pads, a trend followed in chardonnay. 
 
•New oak including French oak became vogue in NZ winemaking, with John  Hancock & Larry 
McKenna at Delegats leading the charge 
•Paul Mooney may well have produced NZ’s first whole bunch pressed and barrel fermented 
Chardonnay in 1983. 
•This was followed by John Hancock’s work with Morton Estate from 1984 and their Black Label 
Chardonnay 
•Michael Brajkovich introduced the Burgundian technique of malo-lactic fermentation in barrel. 
•Te Mata Elston, Villa  Maria Barrique Fermented and Babich Irongate wines added to the quality and 
innovation with chardonnay 
•By the late 80’s, NZ chardonnays were often big, bold, yellow and buttery with alcohols creeping from 
12% up to 13.5% 
 



1990’s – the boom years for Chardonnay  

•Nelson Mandela was freed 
•The Soviet Union collapsed 
•Nelson Mandela became President of South Africa 
•Hong Kong returned to Chinese rule 
•Viagara was introduced 
•Bill Clinton seduced Monica Lewinsky, & got caught (not necessarily related to the preceding event). 
•NZ Supermarkets began selling beer and wine 
 
•Big chardonnays abounded on both sides of the Tasman and in the U.S. 
•Barrel fermentation was routine, although often without temperature control 
•Some refinement began to occur, with partial mlf and mix of new and used French oak 
•Hand picking became more common for premium wines 
•Across in Australia, by 1990 Chardonnay was the most widely planted white grape 
•Cooler areas of Australia were being planted such as Adelaide Hills and Yarra Valley 
•a shift in style  occurred from the 1980s from deep golden, oily wines with melon and butterscotch 
flavours to lighter, paler Chardonnays with more structure and notes of white peaches and nectarines 
•By early 90’s chardonnay was at the height of fashion with consumers 
•Un-oaked chardonnay became vogue in the late 90’s 
•There was a new fashion, "ABC" - Anything But Chardonnay, identified by Frank Prial in 1995, referring 
to Rombauer’s Napa Chardonnay. Big fat butter ball. 
•Oz Clarke described a view of Chardonnay as "...the ruthless coloniser and destroyer of the world's 
vineyards and the world's palates,” as other varieties were pulled out to plant more chardonnay 
•The problem of ‘Premox’ increases in Burgundy 
 



2000’s – the new millennium 

•The human genome was first mapped 
•Iraq was invaded by the US 
•Facebook was launched, followed by YouTube and Twitter 
•The GFC hit in 2007 
•Economic crisis hit many developed countries 
•Internet wine sales boom 
 
 

•Sauvignon Blanc began to really boom, and in 2002 surpassed chardonnay plantings in NZ 
•Pinot Gris became the new kid on the block  
•The “ABC’ phenomenon saw tougher times for chardonnay producers 
•New clones of chardonnay became available 
•In 2004 Chardonnay was estimated to be the world's 6th most widely grown grape variety, covering 
179,300 hectares  
•Two Buck Chuck – Charles Shaw’s pants dropping wine phenomenon occurred in the USA 
•Un-oaked chardonnay dropped in popularity as Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris/Grigio sales climbed 
•NZ Sauvignon Blanc hit over supply issues and associated discounting from 2008 onwards 
 



2010 to today 

•The GFC still bites 
•The UK market is price driven and ruthless, dominated by buyers own brands 
•Sauvignon Blanc is the Number One selling white wine in Australia  
•The over supply of Sauvignon appears to be drying up, demand is high, and plantings have resumed 
•New styles of chardonnay are emerging, such as the “mod Aus” leaner wines picked earlier with no 
mlf, and wines showing ‘struck match’ sulphide derived complexity 
•There is  general talk of a chardonnay comeback 
•Consumers have been trained to only buy wine on special 
•Specialist wine shops struggle to retain market share 
•Winemakers are at last debating various styles and techniques again 
•Producers try to pick the next swing in fashion – TNBT – The Next Big Thing 

 



 
Chardonnay Survey 

 
• In order to try and gain insights into Trends in International Chardonnay, I  developed a short 

questionnaire to seek answers to some basic questions, in what could be called an opinion poll 
format. This questionnaire was sent to an eclectic mix of wine producers, media, and retailers as a 
kind of ‘weather vane’ gauge to seek feedback as to what might be happening with chardonnay in 
today’s world. 

• It must be stated this was not a scientific survey with statistically validated outcomes, but more 
designed to elicit commentary and feedback from participants and influencers in chardonnay.   

• The first question asked was this; 

 
Is there a shift in consumer preference for Chardonnays with less oak? 

 



Is there a shift in consumer preference for Chardonnays with 
less oak? 

Yes 
39% 

No  
46% 

Maybe 
15% 

Total responses 
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Presentation Notes
The following slide shows the feedback, with less than 40% of respondents thinking this was the case. What came through repeatedly were the same messages. Consumers were NOT looking for wines with no or less oak per se, but looking for wines with good fruit, some oak complexity, balance and texture. Un-oaked wines were in in decline if labeled as such. There is a preference for less overt oak in the UK marketPeople talk less oak, but in blind tastings prefer wines with evident oakIn the UK, there is a trend to Chardonnay with less oak, but also to varieties such as Vermentino and VerdejoIn the US, Chardonnay is the number 2 growth varietal, and Burgundy is extremely popular. Also, in most markets there is generational differences when it comes to style preference. The theme that older drinkers prefer bigger richer chardonnay’s prevails throughout the questionnaires respondents in all markets. 



• The next question asked cuts to the chase in regard to the more recent arrival of wines from cooler 
areas of Australia and certain NZ producers which display more reductive, often described as 
‘struck match’ sulphide characters, in varying degrees of intensity. These wines are considered 
‘cutting edge’ by many commentators, and represent new and innovative ways to create complex 
wines with strong differentiation.  
 
 

• Do you think that consumers enjoy/understand Chardonnays with reductive/struck 
match/complex sulphide characters, or are these winemaker wines?  

 



Do you think that consumers enjoy/understand Chardonnays 
with reductive/struck match/complex sulphide characters, or are 

these winemaker wines?  

No  
29% 

WM wines 
38% 

Afficionado 
33% 

Yes 
0% 

Total Responses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The responses to this question were emphatically in the negative, with over 70% referring to these wines as ‘winemaker’ wines or as appealing to only aficionado's and wine judges.All respondents however agree that it is a question of balance, however such wines are far more likely to appeal to Burgundy drinkers and more educated palates. But the tolerance for wines with excessive sulphide complexity seems low, and many respondents were scathing of such wines. Two significant opinions emerged from protagonists;Firstly, introducing what can effectively be called a new genre of chardonnays with complex sulphides will confuse and deter customers, just as there is a possible resurgence of interest in the chardonnay category. There is already too much confusion around styles and expectations as many commentators describe the chardonnay class as being like a box of chocolates – you never know what you are going to get. This relates to the range of styles from oaked to un-oaked, malo usage and perceived or actual sweetness levels.Secondly, there is a strong view by many that elevated sulphide complexity is a fault, and similar to brettanomyces, in that these characters mask vineyard origin and fruit expression, effectively rendering the wines generic by way of sulphide fault.No respondents thought that consumers understood these wines.It was acknowledged that wine show results and media profile will assist in promoting these wines stylesMany held the view that the market for such wines was in the over $30 premium/super premium segmentSome respondents commented that when excessive reductive characters are present, hard palate structures can result



• Moving to the opposite end of the style debate, the question is asked about good old fashioned 
chardonnay styles. Many retailers here tell us that consumers want good old fashioned big fat 
buttery chardonnays. Is this true? 

 
 

• Do you agree that most consumers prefer older styles of fat buttery Chardonnay still? 

 



Do Consumers Prefer Older Styles of Fat Buttery Chardonnay? 
 

Yes 
47% 

No  
32% 

Some 
21% 
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Presentation Notes
The responses to this question were surprising, with nearly half of respondents agreeing with the premise that most consumers still prefer fat buttery chardonnays. However there were many qualifying aspects to these responses. Most in the affirmative were NZ retailers and restaurateurs, whose customers are mature aged experienced wine consumers. Furthermore, consumers with preference to richer wines are not wanting wines from the 80’s with advanced colour, excessive mlf buttery notes and American oak necessarily. What consumers are wanting are wines with pure fruit, richness, texture and complexity, along with integrated (but evident) oak  influence. Clearly however younger consumers are wanting fresher wines with more fruit, balanced acidity and less overt buttery characters. It is unlikely that the younger demographic will want to enjoy the same wines their parents or grandparents consumed in any case, the Generation X and Millennial’s will seek there own styles to enjoy.



• In terms of trends in relation to varietal options, the sixty million dollar question is what will 
happen next?  
 

• Do you agree that Chardonnay is going to experience a revival in consumer interest over 
the next 5-10 years? If so, what style of Chardonnay will lead this revival? 

 



Will Chardonnay Experience a Revival in the Next 5-10 Years? 
 

Yes 
61% 

No  
6% 

Steady growth 
33% 
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Presentation Notes
Over 60% of respondents agreed that chardonnay is on the rise, which is great news for those of us here involved in chardonnay production and sales. The responses to the second part of this question, asking what style of chardonnay will lead this revival were extremely similar and aligned, whether coming from NZ retailers, UK Critics or wine producers. The vast majority called out for chardonnays with the following attributes;Cool climate fresh and pure fruitEnhanced by subtle balanced oakTextural palate with creaminess Moderate alcoholGood palate weightBalanced acidity (not too broad and flabby)DrinkabilityFrom this  remarkably consistent feedback, winemakers can determine strategies and processes according to what will suit their region and fruit supply.From NZ on premise, the current market is held by brand loyal drinkers, however education and new styles will lead to growth of this sectorFrom NZ retail, the call is for partial barrel fermented styles with full malo but low diacetyl (read texture)at $14.95 up to $19.95



•We might learn what not to do by seeking reasons to the relative decline in the popularity of 
chardonnay in many markets, especially in the context of booming sales in other white varietals such 
as Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris. 
 
Has the 90's and 2000's pre-recession phenomenon of mass produced ubiquitous un-oaked 
Chardonnay harmed the overall category, and actually pushed consumers to other more aromatic 
white varietals?  

 



Has ubiquitous mass produced un-oaked Chardonnay driven 
consumers away? 

 

Yes 
50% 

No  
28% 

Maybe 
22% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to this hypothesis, half of respondents agreed that this is indeed a key contributing factor, with many others in the ‘maybe’ category. It is no doubt far more complex than this, however we might stop and consider the macro environment consumers resided in during this period of time.In the key markets of UK, Australia and NZ, Sauvignon Blanc  surged in popularity in spectacular fashion. Distinctive and intensely aromatic, easy to understand and recognise, and importantly, relatively homogenous in style being mainly in the range of 3-6 grams of residual sugar and no oak influence. In the main Sauvignons are consistent and reliable, and with increasing supply, also increasingly cheaper and more affordable. When the GFC hit, Marlborough experienced a huge harvest in the same year, and the commercialisation and what has been described as ‘commoditisation’ of Sauvignon Blanc occurred.  Add to this the rise of clean fruity and distinctive Pinot Gris from cool climates and chardonnay with its higher cost of production and wide range of style variability found itself in a perfect storm.The move to aromatics was a fashion shift, and mundane boring ubiquitous chardonnay drove consumers to aromaticsGenerational trends and access to wine in supermarkets played a large part. Women became the main wine buyers in NZ, and they preferred fruity accessible winesThere were too many dilute uninteresting chardonnays, and consumers got more bang for bucks from Sauvignon Blanc



•So, what will lead the revival of chardonnay, that much whispered about and prophesised second 
coming? How does chardonnay become vogue again? 
 
What will encourage consumers back to appreciation and enjoyment of Chardonnay's?  

 



What will encourage consumers back to Chardonnay? 
 

Top end 
3% Full bodied 

9% 

 Fruit Driven  
37% 

Quality 
51% 
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This relates back to the earlier question posed regarding what styles of chardonnay will lead a possible revival, but supporting comments from respondents added depth and context to the principle requirements for wines with pure fruit and affordable quality.Consumers have become accustomed to fruit driven varietals with purity and fresh acidity, but many will seek alternatives that retain some of these attributes but present more depth and complexity, and importantly, that marry well with food.This is our challenge, to produce chardonnays with character, balance, complexity and texture at a price that doesn’t inhibit volume sales. However, there is no doubt that the high profile of the smallest category of ‘Top End’ wines places a critical role in building the categories profile. These ‘hero’ wines help cement the perception of quality and prestige that many aromatic varieties would give they’re right arm for.From retail NZ, the request was for more information on chardonnay labels so consumers can determine what style of chardonnay they are buying.



Conclusions and Trends 

•Fashions change, that is a certainty. Sauvignon Blanc’s dominance in NZ and Australia may last many more 
years, but consumers are likely to seek alternative styles as they grow bored with this category 
•Older consumers that frequent specialist wine shops and restaurants still want bold chardonnays 
•New styles will develop niches with variable success, in part dependant on marketing and promotion 
•Lower alcohol styles will be in increasing demand, but consumers are unwilling to pay premium prices for 
these 
•The un-oaked chardonnay as a genre is diminishing in appeal and sales 
•Premium chardonnay made without oak has potential. The UK wine market adores Chablis. 
•Consumers want to understand what they are getting when they purchase chardonnay, so either consistent 
established brands will benefit, and/or new brands and styles that clearly communicate to the consumer 
what's inside 
•The revival of chardonnay will not happen without a significant and coordinated effort. It will not happen ‘as 
of right’ or be  given to us on a plate 
•Collective, targeted and strategic marketing aimed at switching consumers to chardonnay has a high chance 
of success 
•‘Liquid on lips’ is still the best way to convince consumers a product is good 
•Chardonnay is the best white wine to match with food. Targeted marketing to the on premise sector and 
consumers will help 
•We live in the age of the ‘celebrity chef’. Align, associate and leverage this to promote chardonnay with food 
•Work the media. Demonstrate quality and especially longevity. Longevity is a unique quality that Sauvignon 
Blanc and Pinot Gris cannot do 
•Balance, balance, balance! 
•Chardonnay is the King of White Grapes – never forget it! 
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